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Abstract - This particular article is devoted to disprove a 

very crucial and controversial statement given by a great 

physicist of all times in the history of mankind Albert Einstein 

[8] that- “the speed of light is constant (𝑐 = 3 × 108) and the 

maximum speed in this universe” or nobody can experience 

faster than this speed (c). Now we are presenting new version 

of this ideology by using the “Principle of Causality” and the 

“Principle of Central System Relativity”. In this paper, we 

have proved that there does not exist light (as defined by Ein-

stein) like thing, but all there exists in universe are ‘broken 

parts’ (at different geometrical scales) because light exist on a 

particular geometrical scale as broken parts (on all geomet-

rical scales exist in universe). The shorter geometry broken 

parts usually travels faster than the bigger one. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Causality Principle is a very crucial point of view of thinking 

and observing various laws of physics and also have its own 

importance in philosophy. This Causality Principle [9] is fol-

lowed by many physicists from the classical age of physics 

(Newtonian to Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics) and 

defined in classical physics as- “An effect can’t occur before 

it’s cause”, which is why, solutions such as the advanced time 

solution of the Leonard-Weichert potential [10] are discarded 

a physically meaningless. This principle of causality is also 

defined by Albert Einstein [11] in his remarkable theories 

special and general relativity as- “Casualty means that an ef-

fect can’t occur from echoes that is not in the back (past) light 

cone [12] of that event”. Which can be explained as “a cause 

can’t have an effect outside its from (future) light cone. It is 

also counted that these restrictions caused by casualty are con-

sistent with the constraint that mass (quantity of matter (𝜓)) 

and energy that acts on as casual influences can travel faster 

than the speed of light or backward in time”. So, Causality 

Principle is defined in various forms in various physical ap-

proaches and theories (Classical Mechanics, STR and GTR, 

Quantum Field Theory etc.). In this paper, at first, we are gen-

eralizing this principle of causality in Universal sense and 

then try to connect it with the “Principle of Central System 

Relativity” [6]. This generalization of Casualty Principle is 

also been satisfied in philosophical way because at first in 

physics this Causality Principle was adopted from philosophi-

cal literature [9]. We are also proving the mathematical proof 

of this all controversy by the fundamental constant defined by 

author one in his “Generalized Quantum Mechanics” as ћ𝑥. 

Then, we have disproved the statement of Albert Einstein [8] 

by this “Universal Casualty Principle” that “The speed of light 

is the maximum and constant speed in universe”.  

After all this, we provided a very crucial point of view on 

a mosquito (Mosquito Paradox) which eats electrons and sub-

atomic particles in sense of observer at solar system geome-

tries or compare this all kind of creatures (like mosquito 

which eats electrons, human being living on solar systems, 

creatures living on electrons like bodies etc.) with the observ-

ers or divine creator on the starting point of universe (observer 

‘𝒪’ in central system relativistic case). In terms of proving 

former principles of physics, we proved in next section of 

paper that by variation in to the scalar field density (𝜌𝜙) (Rea-

son of curvature into the space time or the reason behind the 

generation of Gravitational Interactions in Universe [7]), the 

speed of light also varies.  

We have also proved that this variation can be measured 

majorly in two conditions- 

(1) The broken parts are generated during a particular epoch 

but there is a variation into scalar field density (in this case or 

drop coupling its same for same kind of broken parts created 

during a particular epoch).  

(2) The broken parts are generated during the two different 

Universal epochs (like broken parts in atomic sense (light) and 

broken parts in solar system case- in this case order of cou-

pling is different; So, they couple differently for same kind of 

scalar field). 

So, the first condition proves that speed of light is not a 

Universal constant and the second condition proves that speed 

of light is not the maximum speed in the universe. Then these 
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two conditions are satisfied by the “Universal Causality Prin-

ciple” and implied to various bodies on different geometrical 

scale.  

After doing this, we are to define the experimental setup to 

prove all this like we can prove it as “by measuring the varia-

tion into the speed of gravitational waves on earth and Mars”. 

Here we have treated gravitational waves as sound waves, but 

in case of gravitational waves the density of medium is equal 

to the scalar field density and we know that scalar field densi-

ty around our star (sun) varies uniformly. So, we will get more 

speed in more scalar field density (𝜌𝜙) as in case of sound 

wave travel faster in denser medium or we will measure more 

speed of gravitational waves near earth but measure less speed 

around the Mars (by excluding gravitational effects generated 

by earth and Mars). 

2. Generalization of Causality Principle 
At first, I (author1) am generalizing the Causality Principle 

in terms of my principle of “Central System Relativity” [7]. 

As we know by Principle of Central System Relativity the 

observer at the origin of universe ‘𝒪’ observes same laws of 

physics for all kinds of geometries exist on different geomet-

rical scales. So, for observer ‘𝒪’ what should be the form of 

Casualty Principle? Will we ever know the cause and effect 

clearly for all kinds of bodies or not? The answer of this fun-

damental query is ‘yes’- he will know the cause and effect of 

all events occurring in universe at any speed whether it is 

greater than the so-called “speed of light”.  

Now I am just generalizing this principle of causality by 

using Central System Relativity as- “When Someone try to 

observe a particular physical information about any physical 

body created during kth inflation of universe (according to N-

N-Time Inflationary Model of Universe) or observing an 

event on kth geometrical scale in universe by using the broken 

parts of (k-1)th -type of bodies, then he will find out the cause 

behind that event in kth to nth (biggest) bodies; but he will nev-

er find out the cause behind an event occurring in (k-1)th to 1st 

-type of bodies exit in universe because these all bodies (k-1)th 

to 1st were created in universe during denser scalar field densi-

ty; So, due to more higher order of coupling these shorter bod-

ies have more speed of propagation in universe but on the 

other hand if he observes events occurring in all central sys-

tems by using the 1st -type of broken parts or from the origin 

of universe, then he will absolutely find out the cause behind 

any kind of event (weather on any speed level if we say 1st -

type of broken parts have maximum speed in universe) occur-

ring in universe.” 

Now let’s imagine a marvellous thought experiment like 

I am leaving in my home at the electron and you are the hu-

man being living on your home on earth. I am observing 

events by using f-trons Broken parts (here f-trons are the 

shorter bodies from which electrons are formed like planets 

are formed by atoms) and you are observing events by using 

broken parts of atoms (light or electromagnetic waves). So, I 
can see the size of an electron but you can’t. This is because I 

am observing the electron as you observe the planet, but we 

both can’t find out the cause in any event in f-trons because 

the f-trons behave for me as electron for you, and for you f-

trons don’t exist in Universe. Now I am providing a geomet-

rical representation of all this stuff as- 

 
Fig -1: Geometrical Representation of the universe to 

Explain “Causality Principle” 

 

So, from here we can conclude the fact that I can see all 
type of geometries rather than 1st-type of geometries but you 

can’t see both 1st-type & 2nd-type of geometries. 

First of all, we are going to discuss the causality principal 

(former), actually we are concluding some facts about Causal-

ity Principle like- 

(1) Causality Principle tells cause precedes the effect in 

the universe. 

(2) It also represents the arrow of time in the universe. 

(3) It must be related to the entropy of the universe. 

The Causality Principle is the most fundamental principles 

of universe. So, it must hold at every geometrical scale of 

universe whether it is Atomic or Galactic scale.  

Now we are moving towards the second and most remark-

able point of view of thinking about things in universe by us-
ing “Principle of Central System Relativity”. 

 

3. Connection between Causality Principle 

and Central System Relativity 
So, at first, I (author1) am establishing a very elegant 

connection between the Universal Casualty Principle obtained 

by me in the previous section of this outstanding paper and 

Principle of Central System Relativity [6, 7]. Usually, we de-

fine three kinds of observers in “Central System Relativity” 

as- 
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Fig -2: Geometrical Representation the Connection 

between the Causality Principle and Central System Relativity 

We can observe from above epoch diagram of universe 

that we have same type of observer at origin of universe ‘𝒪’ 

as, on the biggest geometrical scale as. Definitely, one very 

peculiar question is hitting your mental lexicon that how same 

type of observer can be at the origin and biggest central sys-

tem in the universe and how it is related to the Universal Cas-

ualty Principle? Usually, observer 𝒟UM
⦿

 observes the Universal 

mechanics which includes both theories Generalized Quantum 

Mechanics and “Central System Theory” (which work on 

macroscopic scale according to observer at shortest geome-

tries 𝐺1
0).  

“So, according to observer at 𝐺1
0, he will able to know 

the cause behind almost all events occurring in universe (ex-

cept about the events occurring on the origin of universe). So, 

due to this transparency only he will able to observe the phys-

ical laws of same type for all kinds of central systems exist in 

universe and also continue to into them (as predicted by Prin-

ciple of Central System Relativity).  In the same manner, the 

observer at biggest geometries 𝐺n
0 will also observe the same 

lows for all kind of central systems exist on shorter scale (as 

predicted by Principle of Central System Relativity) because 

why ‘Universal Casualty Principle’, he will never know the 

cause behind any event occurring in universe because every-

thing is travelling faster than the speed of that observer at ge-

ometries, so, he will observe the uncertainty in each kind of 

central systems and the laws of physics he will observe abso-

lutely as the laws of Generalized Quantum Mechanics.” 

So, in this way these both principles- “Principle of Cen-

tral System Relativity” and “Universal Causality Principle” 

are completing each other and also prove the facts of each 

other. We can also connect these both principles for observer 

‘a’ at 𝐺k
0 and ‘b’ at 𝐺k−1

0 .  

So, now we are going to disprove the statement of Albert 

Einstein about light which is the main motto of this paper and 

in this disprove we are also generalizing this statement by 

using some mathematical stuff. So, Einstein was not properly 

wrong about our epoch but he fails Universally (maybe he 

told but did not think like a divine creator). 

4. Theoretical disproof of the Controversial 

statement of Albert about ‘Speed of Light’ 

In 1905 Albert Einstein [8] used the speed of light as the 

main assumption of his marvelous ‘special theory of relativi-

ty’, which is completely related to his very crucial and contro-

versial statement about the speed of light that- “The speed of 

light is a universal constant and the maximum speed in our 

universe” but literally as I justified before that he was only 

making this observation about over epoch in universe not the 

shorter bodies. This can also be the main reason behind his 

controversy about the quantum mechanics especially ‘Heisen-

berg’s Uncertainty Principle’ because he was only trying to 

observe and formulate the laws of physics on microscopic 

scale as he did in his very beautiful “General Theory of Rela-

tivity”.  

According to the statement of Albert about light the 

speed of light or electromagnetic waves (broken parts of at-

oms) never very in universe and also the speed of gravitation-

al waves or nothing can travel faster than the speed of light in 

this universe. The second thing is particularly related to the 

thing that he was only observing that atomic scale as the fun-

damental scale.  

Now I (Author2) am stating proposition of theoretical per-

spective on explanation to prove why there should be higher 

speed than the speed of light in this universe. According to 

Albert Einstein if the speed of any type of body or information 

will be faster than 'c' then a Causality Principle will not hold 

means the cause does not proceed the effect. 

So, if we are able to prove that at lowest geometrical scale 

if the speed of broken parts (light, here broken parts is equiva-

lent to light type things) will be greater than the speed of bro-

ken parts (light) in our geometrical scale (bigger) then only 

the Causality Principle will be hold and if the speed of broken 

parts at lower geometrical scale will not be greater than the 

speed of broken parts at bigger geometrical scale then the 

Causality Principle is violated in the universe. Then this will 

be a farm proof to our consideration on the statement that "the 

speed of light is not the maximum speed in the universe or 

there exists more than this Speed". 

4.1 Theoretical explanation: - 

If we apply the Causality Principle to the universe at vari-

ous geometrical scales of the universe or Arrow of time con-

cept then we reach at the conclusion that the lower geomet-

rical scales (atomic scales) must formed before than the higher 

geometrical scale (Solar system or Galactic system). 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Consider the universe that we are observing right now, we 

living on earth or in our Solar system uses the photon (the 

broken parts of our geometrical scale or epoch) to see things 

or observe things (I will also make clear for the what do we 

mean by seeing) and we have also meteors, comets, asteroid 

etc. of different size or speed but Photon has the highest speed 

in our epoch and it is called as the light speed in our epoch. 

One thing you can also understand that from planet scale 

we have smaller broken parts (photon) and also bigger broken 

parts (asteroids) but if you think from the Galactic scale then 

our bigger broken parts (asteroids) will behave as their smaller 

broken parts (photon, not in watching sense but in speed or 

size sense) and our plant will be their bigger broken parts (as-

teroids with lower speed).The speed of broken will kept de-

creasing as we move to bigger geometrical scale or further 

epochs because the density of Universal scaler field will be 

decreasing so less coupling is going to happen that will cause 

the decrease in the speed of broken parts. Hence the speed of 

asteroid for galaxy scale is less than the speed of 

light(photon)in our scale. 

I want to clear you that light or seeing phenomena is only 

limited to our human perspective or human life things we are 

talking about observing things as I mention that at Galactic 

level our asteroids will behave like their Photon in a speed 

sense not seeing sense seeing is just limited to us not to the 

Universal sense it also means that at Galactic level our solar 

system will behave like asteroids with lower speed and this 

must be the case because as the universe evolve the density of 

scalar field decreases that decreases the speed of a particular 

broken part for Galaxy Central system. And our Photon 

(smaller broken parts) has much higher speed than their Pho-

ton (bigger broken parts or our asteroids). 

We can see higher geometry levels (galaxy, solar systems) 

because our(planet) light seeing broken part (Photon)has more 

speed than the successor broken parts (means the broken parts 

of the galaxy at the Galactic level, Solar system). 

So, we can see or observe that solar system formed before 

than the galaxy because the solar system belongs to lower 

geometrical scale than the galaxy so the broken parts of solar 

system (There Photon type things, again telling the world pho-

ton is just for the high speed and nothing else) has more speed 

than the broken parts of galaxy. So, the formation of galaxy is 

done after the formation of solar system. And the difference in 

the speed of broken parts make us able to see the formation of 

solar system precedes the formation of galaxy. If the broken 

part of Galactic system is faster than the broken part of solar 

system then we will see or observe that Galactic Central sys-

tems (bigger geometrical scale) are formed before the solar 

system. 

So, from this theoretical explanation we can say that the 

broken parts at the solar system level have more speed than 

the broken parts at the galaxy level if this will not be the case 

then we will not see the formation of solar system before the 

formation of galaxy system and this will violate the principal 

of causality or Arrow of time concept. 

You can also think this like you are an observer at the 

origin of universe then the lowest geometrical scale broken 

parts have the maximum speed to make the Causality Princi-

ple or Arrow of time concept valid at Universal scale if this 

would not be the case then solar system will form before the 

atomic Central system for an observer at the origin of the uni-

verse (or the divine creator) and this will not only break the 

Causality Principle but also make the error of time flow in 

universe. But this is not the case in our universe so if you ap-

ply the same theoretical explanation or logic in backward to 

the lower geometrical scale then you will find one more an-

swer to a mysterious question that why we can't see electrons 

or lower geometrical scales. 

Just imagine that you are living or your home is at electron 

as our Earth then our (planet scale) Photon will act as asteroid 

for electron people and hence their photon or light particle or 

broken parts of electron must be of lower geometrical scale 

and higher speed than the speed of our (planet scale) to make 

us able to understand that the electron or atomic Central sys-

tem formed before than planet. And if this will not be the case 

then the Causality Principle will break in the universe because 

then the formation of planets precedes the formation of atomic 

Central system but this is not the case so the broken parts of 

the electron(atomic)geometrical scale must have the higher 

speed than the broken parts of our geometrical scale mean the 

planet scale. 

Because our eyes are only able to see the visible light or 

the speed of broken parts up to 'c' or lower so the speed of 

light (broken parts) at electron(atomic) geometry have higher 

speed so we cannot be able to see. If you ask a question from 

me what about different wavelengths that I will explain this 

concept by taking example take the example of Bee or mos-

quitoes (formed in our epoch). They can see different wave-

lengths not only visible but different wavelengths that we 

can't see but they cannot also see the electron(atomic) geome-

try because for them also the broken parts at atomic Central 

system level have higher than our universe broken parts. 

And if electron could be seen by mosquitoes, then he/she 

may eat the electron or make any change in the electron and 

then we are not here to discuss these things. So, the electronic 

level or electronic geometry should form previously than the 

planet geometry so it's broken pass must have the higher 

speed and hence we cannot observe electronic geometry be-

cause we are just a very simple part of this universe, we have 

many boundaries like we can only see the visible light things. 

Hence, we can conclude one thing from here that there is 

no such thing like 'light' all there exists is 'broken parts' and at 
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different geometrical scales having different speeds to make 

the Causality Principle valid or hold. 

And if we talked about the Einstein thought on the light 

then we may come in conclusion that he said that he thought 

like a divine God and asks himself a question 'how I would 

have made this universe if I were a god' but by his theory it 

doesn't seems that he thought like a god because if he thought 

like a God then he must think Universally than he also come 

to the conclusion that the speed of light is not the highest 

speed in this universe. 

And if we want to understand the point of view of Ein-

stein in our prospective than we will tell that Einstein is cor-

rect for the particular epoch (our epoch). In our epoch the 

broken parts have the maximum speed which is the speed of 

light so Einstein only talked about the broken parts of our 

epoch. So, from here we can also conclude that the speed of 

light is not the highest speed in the universe. 

So, now we (Especially Author1) assume that the atomic 

geometries are  𝐺1
0-type in universe, then only this assumption 

may be right partially (because we are not including here 

origin of universe). But according to N-Time Inflationary 

Model of Universe we are living in 28th inflationary epoch and 

there exist almost 27-type of shorter body is including atomic 

scale as the biggest geometrical scale among them. Now ac-

cording to my theoretical and mathematical proofs, we can 

conclude that shorter bodies travel faster than the bigger bod-

ies in universe as well as their broken parts also. So, this all 

thing proves that “The speed of light (broken parts of atoms) 

is not the maximum speed in our universe, but the speed of 

broken parts of  𝐺1
0-type of geometries have the maximum 

speed in our universe and atoms are not the  𝐺1
0-type of geom-

etries in our universe”. Now I am explaining this all thing by 

geometrical representation of universe as- 

 

Fig -3: Geometrical Representation of Observers in 

Universal Principle of Causality  

So, we are the observers at 𝒪k using the broken parts 

type of geometries (not the shortest geometries- as proposed 

by former physicists ‘like atoms are the shortest geometrical 

central systems in universe’). They were wrong because they 

only included the epoch (from 𝐺k−1
0  to 𝐺k

0 geometries) and this 

is the reason behind the failure of Einstein’s statement about 

light that it has the maximum speed in universe. So, now you 

must be thinking that how will behave the light cone for dif-

ferent type of observers (like 𝒪⦿, 𝒪1, 𝒪2 ……..., 𝒪k-1, 𝒪k…...𝒪n) 

according to Principle of Central System Relativity. So, now I 

am defining the light cone for all kind of observers as- 

 

Fig -4: Generalization of previously existing Light Cone in 

Terms of “Universal Causality Principle” 

So, now I have converted the light cone for different 

type of observers defined in the Universal diagram. Here in 

each case (𝑣𝑝)𝑐
𝐸𝑃

 is the critical speed of that particular epoch 

(EP) and as we know “Time is the flow of Universal scalar 

field and space is nothing else but scalar field”. 

 

Fig -5: Geometrical Representation of Various kinds of 

Light Cones (Broken Parts Cones) exist for Observes in 

Figure ‘3’ 

So, light cone (broken part cone) for all kinds of observ-

ers depends on the speed by which they observe any event 
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occurring in universe. Here last two light cone seems so com-

plicated but this is the divine truth that the observer 𝒪
𝒟QM
⦿  

(observer using the broken parts of biggest geometrical scales) 

observes generalized quantum mechanical laws in universe 

but observers 𝒪⦿ have the maximum light cone or he can ob-

serve future and past clearly in universe or there does not exist 

any future road fast for this kind of observers. 

Now let’s go to the condition ‘1’ that- “Speed of light is 

a Universal constant”. This contradiction rises due to the so 

renowned experiment of Michelson and Morley [13], which 

was a set up for the disprove of the existence of ether a very 

elegant phenomenology but Michelson Morley did a very sin-

cere mistake which I have encountered in my previous paper 

[7] and suggested a new kind of Michelson-Morley type ex-

periment. According to me the light and gravitational waves 

propagates in same scalar field density, then light broken parts 

of atoms should behave like the sound waves in scalar field 

density. So, for simple case [7], I derived the speed of propa-

gating wave in scalar field density as- 

𝑣𝜙 = √
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜌𝜙
 

                                                                                         (1) 

Here as increases the pressure also increased rapidly so, 

ultimately speed increases like in case of sound waves travel 

faster in solids and slower in liquids and gases air. I have also 

derived the propagating speed formula for such waves in very 

high gravitational attraction and at variation in scalar field 

density like happens in minor singularity case in my upcom-

ing paper which unifies all fundamental forces exist in uni-

verse, as- 

𝑣𝜙

=
−1

2
{
(𝛻𝜏𝜌𝜙 + 𝛻𝜏(𝑑𝜌𝜙))

𝛻𝑥𝜌𝜙
+

𝑥

𝑑𝜌𝜙
𝛻𝜏(𝑑𝜌𝜙)}

+
1

2
√{
𝛻𝜏𝜌𝜙

𝛻𝑥𝜌𝜙
+ 𝛻𝜏(𝑑𝜌𝜙) (

1

𝛻𝑥𝜌𝜙
+

𝑥

𝑑𝜌𝜙
)}

2

+ 4
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜌𝜙
 

                                                                                     (2) 

So, this formula can be represented geometrically as- 

 

Fig -6: Geometrical Representation of effects on Broken 

Parts by Variation into The Scalar Field Density around a 

particular body 

 From the above geometrical representation, we can see 2 

kinds of effects on broken parts like in case ‘A’ the broken 

parts direction of propagation changes formerly defined by 

Albert Einstein as gravitational binding which is a beautiful 

prediction of the theory of general relativity and experimental-

ly detected by Sir Arthur Eddington in 1919 [15], but in case 

‘B’ the broken parts speed of propagation Changes. usually in 

normal condition both cases are applied on broken parts and 

ultimately changes the velocity of broken parts. So, here we 

have proved that the velocity of broken parts of any type in-

cluding light varies in universe as the scalar field density var-

ies in universe. 

So, the above geometrical representation and mathemati-

cal formula proves that- “The speed of light is not a Universal 

constant as defined by Albert Einstein”. 

Einstein presented two thoughts regarding the Speed of 

Light: - 

(1) This of light is highest speed in this universe. 

(2) The speed of light is Universal constant. 

Both the above facts are disproved by our theoretical ex-

planation. Even the speed of light is not constant in a particu-

lar epoch of the universe as proved in the next section of this 

paper. 

5. Variation in the speed of broken parts (light 

etc.) by variation in to the scalar field density in 

a particular epoch 

Now Let’s prove the statement that the speed of broken 

parts (Light, Asteroids etc.) can also very during a particular 

epoch by variation into the scalar field density during that 

particular report in universe. This can be represented geomet-

rically as- 
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Fig -7: Geometrical Representation of Four Major types of 

Observers in Universe 

Here is the scale factor of a particular epoch and can be or. 

In the above Universal diagram, there are 4 different and 

unique kinds of observers- 

  

{
 
 

 
 𝒟UM

⦿ = Light Cone is Infinite

𝒟CST
⦿ = Light Cone → Infinity but not exactly 

𝒟Bigger
⦿ = Light Cone → Zero but not exactly 

𝒟QM
⦿ = Light Cone is Zero

 

So, during a particular epoch suppose, we define that there 

is a variation into the scalar field density as universe expands 

or contracts. Now let’s assume the simple case, when universe 

is expanding, then the scalar field density ultimately in uni-

verse will obviously decrease with time. Show, now define 

this by a geometrical representation of an epoch as- 

 

Fig -8: Geometrical Representation of a particular epoch 

in which the speed of light varies 

So, we can conclude from above geometrical representa-

tion that- 

(𝑣𝜙)𝑏 <
(𝑣𝜙)𝑎  ⇒

(𝑣𝜙)
𝑏
< (𝑣𝜙)𝑎 

6. Mathematical Proof of the Statement that 

Shorter Bodies and corresponding Broken Parts 

travel faster than the Bigger Bodies and corre-

sponding Broken Parts 

Now I am proving that why they speed of shorter broken 

parts is more than the speed of the bigger broken parts by us-

ing the concepts of transformation of spin, entropy and quanti-

ty of disturbance. At first, I have defined in Generalized 

Quantum Mechanics that the fundamental quanta of spin (ћ𝑥) 

for different kinds of central systems behave as- 

ћ𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≫ ћ𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟  

                                                                      (3) 

This happens because during formation of a particular 

body the spin of its component shorter bodies transforms and 

it is some part of their spin shorter bodies which is provided to 

the bigger body or usually bye coupling is more in shorter 

bodies, we can also understand this fact that there must be 

maximum speed of broken parts of first type of bodies be-

cause these type of bodies have maximum spin and broken 

parts speed is purely related to the quantity of spin and after 

that in bigger bodies this speed must decrease because of con-

dition. 

 Now I am proving this old statement by using the concept 

of entropy and quantity of disturbance with the transformation 

of spin. As we know the quantity of spin and quantity of dis-

turbance from my previous paper can be written as- 

Ƨ = 𝑠𝑥
𝜓𝑝

𝛼∆𝜙
= 𝑛ћ𝑥  

                                                                       (4) 

 

We can also right quantity of spin as- 

Ƨ = 𝑠𝑥
′
(𝜓𝑛𝑡). 𝛼∆𝜙

(𝜓𝑝)𝑡 . 𝜙𝑛𝑡
≡ 𝑛ћ𝑥  

                                                                          (6) 

Here- 

𝑠𝑥
′
(𝜓𝑛𝑡). 𝛼∆𝜙

(𝜓𝑝)𝑡 . 𝜙𝑛𝑡
= 𝑠𝑥

𝜓𝑝

𝛼∆𝜙
 

                                                                            (7) 

𝑠𝑥
′ = (

(𝜓𝑛𝑡). (𝛼∆𝜙)
2

(𝜓𝑝)𝑡 . 𝜙𝑛𝑡 . 𝜓𝑝
)𝑠𝑥  

                                                                               (8) 

Now quantity of geometry can be written as- 

𝐺0 = 𝜋
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝜏
 

                                                                       (9) 
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Now by using extended Bohr’s Second Hypothesis [7] as- 

𝜓. (𝑣𝑝)𝐵.
(𝑟𝑐)𝐵 = 𝑛ћ𝑥 = Ƨ = 𝑠𝑥

′
(𝜓𝑛𝑡). 𝛼∆𝜙

(𝜓𝑝)𝑡 . 𝜙𝑛𝑡
 

                                                                                        

(10) 

Now by using the value of interaction radius from my pa-

per [6] as- 

𝑟𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖(1 − 𝜂).
𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙

𝜓
 

                                                                               (11) 

Now putting this all things together, we get- 

(𝑣𝑝)𝐵 =
𝑛ћ𝑥

𝑅𝑖(1 − 𝜂). (𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙)
 

                                                                                    (12) 

As we know thatћ𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≫ ћ𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟  from equation (3), 

then- 

(𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

=
𝑛ћ𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

(𝑅𝑖)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
∗ ). (𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

 

                                                                                     (13) 

(𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

=
𝑛ћ𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

(𝑅𝑖)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟(𝜂𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟
∗ ). (𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

 

                                                                                     (14) 

So, we get by comparison of both above equations- 

ћ𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≫ ћ𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

⇒
(𝑅𝑖)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

∗ ). (𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

(𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

≫
(𝑅𝑖)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟(𝜂𝑆𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

∗ ). (𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

𝑛𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟
(𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

 

                                                                                 (15) 

Hence, we can write it as- 

₴𝐵𝑆

=
(𝑅𝑖)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟(𝜂𝑆𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

∗ ). (𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟 . 𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

(𝑅𝑖)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜂𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
∗ ). (𝛼𝜙𝑛𝑡 + 𝛼∆𝜙)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 . 𝑛𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

 

                                                                                          

(16) 

Now by putting this Ole in above equation, we get- 

(𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
≫ ₴𝐵𝑆(𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

 

                                                                               (17) 

Usually,₴𝐵𝑆 > 1 but not very-very greater than 1, so we 

can ultimately say- 

(𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
> (𝑣𝑝)𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

 

                                                                                (18) 

So, speed of shorter body is always greater than Speed of 

bigger bodies in usual cases. Now by using Einstein’s relation 

for broken parts, we get- 

𝐸𝑏 = 𝜙𝑏𝜓𝑏 = ћ𝑥𝜈𝑏 

                                                                       (19) 

We know from my equation for broken parts as- 

𝜓𝑏 = 𝛼∆𝜙𝑏  & ∆𝜓𝑏 = 𝛼∆𝜙𝑏 = 𝜓𝑏  

                                                                                 (20) 

Usually, this relation is followed for k-time variation and 

value depends on the order of coupling of that particular sca-

lar field.  Hence- 

∆𝑘𝜓𝑏 = 𝜓𝑏  

                                                                    (21) 

(𝑣𝑝)𝑏Is broken part speed. 

Now by putting this all stuff into equation (19) as- 

𝜓𝑏(𝑣𝑝)𝑏
2

𝜈𝑏
= ћ𝑥  

                                                                     (23) 

And we know by transformation of spin that- 

ћ𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 ≫ ћ𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟 ⇒
𝜓𝑏𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 [(𝑣𝑝)𝑏

2
]
𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

(𝜈𝑏)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

≫

𝜓𝑏𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟 [(𝑣𝑝)𝑏
2
]
𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

(𝜈𝑏)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟
 

                                                                            (24) 
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[(𝑣𝑝)𝑏
]
𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

≫ Ɏ𝐵𝑆 [(𝑣𝑝)𝑏
]
𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

 

Here- 

Ɏ𝐵𝑆 = √
𝜓𝑏𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟(𝜈𝑏)𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝜓𝑏𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝜈𝑏)𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟
> 1 

                                                                                (26) 

So, ultimately, we get- 

(𝑣𝑝)𝑏𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
> (𝑣𝑝)𝑏𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟

 

                                                                              (27) 

So, broken parts speed of shorter bodies is also greater 

than the broken parts speed of bigger bodies. 

 

7. Suggestions for Experimental Verification 

Now I (Author1) am suggesting an experimental Proof of 

all these things that speed of light is not a Universal constant, 

by representing this problem geometrically in our solar system 

as- 

 

Fig -9: Geometrical Representation of Variation into the 

speed of light in our solar system 

For our solar system, we know by my equation of varia-

tional field scalar field around sun as- 

∆𝜌𝜙 = 𝐺𝑥𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑛 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 

                                                                             (28) 

𝛿℣ = ℣𝑥𝛼𝜓𝑝𝑒𝑟(∆𝜌𝜙)𝑐 = ℣𝑥𝛼𝜓𝑝𝑒𝑟 . 𝐶 

                                                                           (29) 

Or we also have- 

𝛿℣ = ℣𝑥𝐺𝑥𝛼𝜓𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑛 

                                                                        (30) 

Now by excluding the variational effects of earth and Mars 

if we measure the density of a scalar field then, we assume the 

speed of gravitational wave defined by equation (2), then we 

find that the speed of gravitational wave is greater around 

earth but lesser around Mars. Here around means into the orbit 

of these planets. This can also be measured as- 

𝑣𝜙 = √
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜌𝜙
= √

𝑑𝑃

𝐶
 

                                                                      (31) 

Because 𝑑𝜌𝜙 = 𝐶 = constant. 

We can also measure this effect as the earth on perihelion 

and apple eon Situation but it will be very small variation. We 

can represent it as- 

 

Fig -10: Geometrical Representation of the Experimental 

Verification technique to Measure the variation into Speed of 

Gravitational Waves on Earth  

Here in this case- 

(𝜌𝜙
⦿)

𝐸

𝑃
> (𝜌𝜙

⦿)
𝐸

𝐴
 

                                                                           (32) 

Here(𝜌𝜙
⦿)

𝐸

𝑃
 is the scalar field density when the earth is on 

perihelion and(𝜌𝜙
⦿)

𝐸

𝐴
 is the scalar field density when the 

earth is on Aphelion situation. So, the speed of gravitational 

waves measure during apple Leone and perihelion are like 

this- 

(𝑣𝜙)𝐸
𝑃
> (𝑣𝜙)𝐸

𝐴
 

                                                                       (33) 
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We (Especially Author2) are suggesting a way to check the 

consistency of speed of light experimentally. You can check 

the variation in speed of gravitational wave by comparing 

around or near the Earth and the Mars. And if you are more 

curious then you can also check the variation near Sun and 

Earth. So we can't able to see atomic Central system anytime 

in our universe but if you ask why we can see the bigger Cen-

tral system but not the shorter central system then I will an-

swer you that the broken parts of the bigger central system 

have the lower speed of their light or their broken parts then 

the broken parts of our geometrical scale means at our geo-

metrical scale the broken parts has the speed more than the 

higher geometrical scales type broken parts so we can able to 

see the higher geometry but this is not the case in the case of 

lower geometrical scales where the speed of their broken part 

or lower geometrical broken part is higher than the speed that 

we can observe but the observer at the origin or starting of the 

universe can see any geometrical scale because the starting 

broken part have the maximum or highest speed in universe 

and the broken parts with further geometrical scale have lower 

speed than this. 

In our future works we will try to find out two things im-

portantly first of all what is the maximum speed of the broken 

parts in our universe and also prove by our concept that the 

speed of broken part in our universe is equivalent to the speed 

of light as predicted by Maxwell equation. 

Now the determined task of this paper is completed and 

we are concluding some facts from it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

So, we are giving the finishing touch to this article by con-

cluding some facts from it as- 

 Albert Einstein’s statement about light is completely 

wrong in Universal sense but it is a genius ideology 

in sense of our epoch. 

 Speed of light in our epoch is not a Universal con-

stant and it is also not the maximum speed in uni-

verse according to N-Time Inflationary Model of 
Universe. 

 Casualty Principle can be generalized in Universal 

sense is Universal Causality Principle by using the 

Principle of Central System Relativity. Universal 

Causality Principle and principal of central system 

relativity are deeply interrelated with each other and 

Ken also proves each other correct. 

 Mosquito paradox can be explained by this Universal 

Casualty Principle. 

 The light cone for the divine creator is like this that 

he can know everything in universe present, past and 
future on one moment or time behaves like 04 divine 

creator or observer at the origin of the universe. 

 We can prove this whole article right experimentally 

by measuring the variation into the speed of gravita-

tional waves on earth on perihelion and aphelian re-

spectively. 
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